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PREFACE

Working Papers, the resuit of work in progress or the summary of a conference,
are often intended for later publication by the Institute or another publisher, and
are regarded by the Institute to be of iminediate value for distribution in limited

numbers -- mostly to specialists in the field.

The opinions contained in the papers are those of the participants and do not
reflect the views of. the Institute and its Board of Directors.

The Canadian Institute for International Peace and Security and the Institute

of International Relations, Prague, co-hosted a conference in Prague 4 and 5 December
1991. This publication is a report of the conference by Michael Bryans, Senior Editor

at CLIPS, and editor of Peace&Security, the Institute's quarterly magazine.
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FOREWORD

Two topics dominated, the international security agenda in 1990. nhe first,
chronologically, was the upheaval in Eastern Europe and the demise of the Warsaw
Treaty Organization. Much later in the year the situation in the Persian Gulf vied
for attention in the international media. That spring, at the Canadian Institute for
International Peace and Security in Ottawa, we decided that one of our major projects
should be to examine the security situation in Europe. There were rumours of a possible
sunimit on European security, and the CSCE participants had already agreed that a major
review conférence would convene in Helsinki in the spring of 1992. We accordingly
decided that we would focus our attention on the CSCE and future security in Europe
in the lead up to the 1992 Helsinki review.

An international conference in Europe seemed the maost appropriate way to
approach the subjeet. For practical and substantive reasons, there was an obvious
attraction in flnding a European partner for this project. It seemed to, us that an
Institute from another middle power would be desirable, preferably ini one of the newly
emerging democracies in Central Europe. We approached the Institute of International
Relations in Prague, and they agreed to a collaborative project on this theme; with
remarkably littie difficulty we came to a meeting of miùnds as to content, format and
timing. Notwithstanding personnel changes at the Prague Institute, the agreement we
reached at the outset remained intact and the conférence was held 4-5 December 1991
in Prague.

of the event was five panels of three persons each addressing

E and future security ini Europe. The make-up of the panels

y be found at Appendix E. The question of written texts was
h panelist. Four papers are included ini this report; they may
through D. nhe conférence featured a thoughtful exchange of



seems to have been the flrst collaboration between a major independent institution of a

NATO country with a partner of a similar kind in one of the new democracies of Central

Europe. The directors of the two then new CSCE institutions, the Permanent Secretariat

and the Confliet Prevention Centre, both participated as panelists, and I believe this miglit

be the flrst such public activity by the leaders of both organizations together.

Michael Bryans' report conveys flot just an account of proceedings but perhaps,

more importantly, the tone and nature of the exchanges which took place over the two

days. Both sponsoring institutions are pleased to have been able to make this exchange

possible; we think this report will be of particular value to officials, politicians, decision

makers, scholars and journalists.

John Toogood

Deputy Director, CIIPS

March 1992



CONDENSÉ

Deux thèmes ont dominé l'ordre du jour de la sécurité internationale en 1990. Il
y a d'abord eu le soulèvement de l'Europe de l'Est et la disparition de l'Organisation
du Pacte de Varsovie, puis, quelques mois plus tard, la situation dans le golfe Persique
qui leur a volé la vedette dans les médias internationaux. Au printemps 1990, à Ottawa,
l'Institut canadien pour la paix et la sécurité internationales a décidé qu'un de ses grands
projets devrait être d'examiner la sécurité en Europe, en se concentrant notamment sur
la Conférence sur la sécurité et la coopération en Europe (CSCE) et sur son rôle dans
la future sécurité de ce continent, le tout avec la perspective de la conférence d'examen
de la CSCE, qui devait se tenir à Helsinki en 1992.

Pour des raisons pratiques et intrinsèques, il était évidemment intéressant de
trouver un partenaire européen pour ce projet. Un institut d'une autre puissance moyenne
semblait souhaitable, celle-ci faisant, de préférence, partie des démocraties naissantes de
l'Europe centrale. L'Institut de relations internationales de Prague a accepté de collaborer
au projet et une conférence internationale, que le présent Document de travail résume en
un rapport, a eu lieu les 4 et 5 décembre 1991 à Prague.

La conférence, organisée autour de cinq groupes de trois personnes réfléchissant
à divers aspects de la CSCE et de la future sécurité de l'Europe, a donné lieu à des
échanges d'opinions sérieux dans une assemblée variée constituée de ministres, d'autres
dirigeants politiques, de fonctionnaires, d'universitaires et de journalistes de différents
pays. Le présent rapport rend compte non seulement des propos tenus pendant ces deux
jours mais, plus important peut-être, de leur ton et de leur nature. La composition des
groupes et les sujets précis qu'ils ont étudiés figurent à l'Annexe E. Quatre articles
présentés à la conférence sont également joints en annexe (Annexes A à D).



exprimé avec force, selon lequel la CSCE, produit de la Guerre froide, était anachronique,

et une opinion majoritaire, selon laquelle la CSCE est un élément important de

l'architecture institutionnelle européenne qui devrait cependant changer pour rester

pleinement efficace.

M. Braide a aussi résumé les deux grandes catégories de défauts du processus de

la CSCE définies pendant la rencontre :

* les règles de consensus et d'unanimité : «Elles conduiront sûrement à un certain

degré de méfiance de la part des plus grandes puissances et à une tendance à

'geler' l'organisation quand se posent des questions qui touchent aux intérêts

particuliers d'un ou plusieurs membres», a-t-il déclaré.

" les notions de souveraineté et d'ntégrité territoriale : bien qu'il s'agisse des

principes fondateurs de la CSCE, les inquiétudes actuelles concernent à bien des

égards ce qui se passe à l'intérieur de frontières. «Le sentiment général semblait

être qu'il fallait trouver un moyen de faire intervenir la CSCE dans les affaires

intérieures de pays membres s'il en va de la réalisation de son plein potentiel»,

a-t-il commenté.



L. The CSCE' Plae In The Family 0f European

Multilateral Organizations

The nation states of Western European and the West in general are tied together
by a complex lattice of multilateral organizations each with influence and responsibility,
some only indirectly, in the arena of peace and security. To narne themn ail yields up
fainiliar and unfamiliar acronyms: Council of Europe (CE), Western European Union
(WEU), European Community (EC), European Free Trade Area (EFTA), Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (EBRD), North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), and, of course,
the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE).

There were until recently two others, the Warsaw Treaty Organization (WTO) and
the Council for Mutuai Economic Assistance (COMECON), but they perished along wîth
the rest of the USSR's central apparatus.

AIl of these organizations have grown up since 1945 and a few are brand
new -- the creation of the EBRD in May 1990 is a direct resuit of the Central and
East European revolutions -- and they have radicaily and probably permanently aitered
the way nation states conduct relations with each other. The foreign and security policies
of the states of Europe are, to an extent unimaginable before 1939, collective,
multilateral exercises.

As far as post-Second World War institutions go, the CSCE is relatively
middle-aged -- born in 1973 out of what was becoming an increasingly troubled and
potentially dangerous relationship between "East" and "West." Until 1991 the CSCE was
distinct among multilateral organizations; it had aimost nothing ini the way of an
establishmnent. For most of its life, the CSCE lias owned no property, occupied no
headquarters, employed no staff, or even possessed a mailing address. As the naine
implies, it was intended to be a rolling series of meetings bringing senior levels of



security and well-being of its member states. This at a timne when there seemed littie on

which the two European military and ideological blocs could agree.

The ephemeral nature of the CSCE -- especially when compared to bodies like

NATO or the EC which between themn own large tracts of the city of Brussels, employ

thousands, and dispose of considerable financial, political and, in the case of NATO, raw

military power -- continues to be either its chief difficulty or its singular advantage,

depending on whomn you listen to. Throughout the two-day meeting which is the subject

of this paper, the CSCE's detractors focussed on what they regarded as two basic flaws.

First, the organization was burdened with a decision making mechanism, consensus or the

unitary veto, that left it paralyzed during crises; and second, should it manage to reach

a decision, it possessed no resources to carry through. Stalin's rejoinder, "The Pope -- how

many divisions has he got?" was the gist of their argument.

'Me CSCE's defenders and proponients, on the other hand, stressed the essentially

political nature of the beast, and in particular cited its calculated emphasis on dialogue

and consensus, as opposed to decision and action, as the key to what they regarded as the

CSCE's major success ini its lifetime -- the underniining of the wall between West and

East. This sentiment was especially strong anlong, though flot limited to, participants from

Eastern and Central European countries.

Nils Eliasson, the Director of the very small CSCE Secretariat in Prague, and

obviously a believer, brought participants up to date on what he called "dramatic" changes

in the CSCE's operations and capabilities during 1991:

1. At the Charter of Paris sumamit in late fail 1990, the CSCE heads of governiment

decided there would be summit meetings every two years. There had not been

one since 1975; the next will be in Helsinki in JuIy 1992.

2. The CSCE Coumeil of Ministers in Berlin ini June 1991 asked the Council of Senior

Officiais to examine the future development of the existing institutions of the



CSCE -- the secretariat in Prague, the confliet prevention centre in Vienna and the
office for free elections in Warsaw.

3. The Berlin meeting also developed a new mechanism for consultation among
member countries in emergency situations, making it possible to initiate a
consultation process with a quorum of twelve countries plus one, thus significantly
amending the consensus-unitary veto rule for the first time.

4. The CSCE as a whole could 110W ask or commission some states or persons to
act on its behaif. The first instance of this occurred over the issue of Yugoslavia
where the EC's monitor group made a report to the CSCE, and had CSCE
monitors attached to it in the field.

5. At the 10 September to 4 October 1991 Moscow meeting on the "Human
Dimension of the CSCE," the 38 agreed that issues relating to human rights,
fundamental freedoms, democracy and the rule of law were "matters of direct and
legitimate concern to ail participating States and [did] flot belong exclusively to the
internai affairs of the State concerned." Mr. Eliasson attached particular importance
to this agreement: "What [used toi constitute intervention in internai affairs is now
squarely donc away with .... Together with the emergency mechanism ... for calllng
meetings, [these] make a very important new tool for the CSCE."

6. A CSCE Parliamentary Assembly was created and would hold its first meeting in
Budapest in July 1992. At the level of the 38 there was now formalized interaction
betweeu parliaments and goverfiments, whereas previously the CSCE had been



effectiveness of and ultimate need for an organization like the CSCE. The core of

Bertram's argument was that as a "child of the Cold War," the CSCE was unable to adapt

to new conditions, had been superseded by other organizations, such as the EC and

NATO, which had also taken on the CSCE's formerly unique pan-European character, and

that while the CSCE might be kept ini reserve for some now unidentifled future role, it

had outlived its usefulness.

Others, led by CIIPS Deputy Director, John Toogood, strenuously disagreed,

pointing out that the CSCE was the only pan-European forum extant, the other bodies

being sub-regional and exclusive in character, and the only organization with an agenda

that encompassed all elements of security and cooperation.

While listening to these contrasting perspectives it was occasîonally easy to forget

that participants were describing the same organization. A former senior officiai in the

grandfather of ail international organizations, the United Nations, has said about the

CSCE that it "seems to be a state of mmÀd rather than an organization." So it is perhaps

the relatively ephemeral nature of the CSCE when viewed alongside other European

bodies, that gives rise to a wide range of subjective views about it. Whether scholar,

journallst, public servant or analyst, individuals seemed either to believe in the CSCE, and

take it largely on faith that it contributed significantly to events in Europe in the last few

years, or they regarded it as largely a waste of time and were perplexed by those who

thought that an organization with no obvious levers of political, economic or inilitary

power could accomplish anything useful.

That attitudes were changed as a result of the discussion that ensued cannot be

known. What is certain is that ini what became the main substantive issue of the

conferenoe -- is the CSCE an enterprise worthy of support in the New Europe? -- battie

was joined early on and vigorously.



II. Security Interests of the CSCE Signatories:

What Will the New Europe Be Like?

When it came to predictions about the future course of European affairs - the

kind of world the CSCE, whatever its internai mechanisms, would find itself in - there

were varying degrees of gloom and very littie to cheer about. As Pavel Seifter, Deputy

Director of the conference's co-hosting institute in Prague noted at the stant of

proceedings: "A year and a haif ago [when the conférence was planned] Europe was

more hopeful...Ul of understanding, confidence and security. It was far more humane."

This meeting's overali pessinism stenimed from resurgent nationalism and ethmic

strife in the East, and rising neo-rightist intolerance in the West. While neither

phenomenon had been much in evidence in Europe since the interwar period of the

1920s and '30s, nationalism, accordmng to one commentator, was a problema Europe has

been incapable of dealing with on its own throughout this century.

It is commonplace that the deniise of the two-bloc systema has released tensions

and discord among European nations and peoples which had been locked away for over

fifty years. However, it remains an analytical puzzle precisely why and how this is so.

Peter Volten, Dutch by origin, and Deputy Director of the Institute of East-West

Security Studies, offered the explanation that countries now have much more space i
wliich to exercise independent actions and advance independent interests. This in turn

acts within each country to elevate the importance of domestic politics i foreigu policy
decision making. As a resuit, Volten asserted, the relative importance of what the French

political theorist Raymond Aron listed as the three main goals of foreign policy in any

country -- power, ideas and glory -- has radically shifted away from the first two, and



Pâl Dunay, a senior officiai ini the Hungarian Foreign Affairs Ministry, continued

on much the sanie theme, but concentrated his remarks on the current European turmoil,

speciflcally on the "sub-region" of Central and Eastern Europe. The present turmoil in that

part of world stemmed from three new forces which emerged from the ruins of the

Eastern bloc: the flrst was economic decline, wherein the rapid deterioration of economic

conditions added to the risk of domestic instability, and the demise of social safety nets

accentuated social disparities, and put increased economnic pressure on already

marginalized peoples; the second is resurgent nationalism; and the third, potential

territoriai dlaims.

Dunay reminded the audience of the difficuit history of the region whiere almost

every country i the area had had a "golden era" when its territory was much bigger than

it is today. As a consequence, every nation had some dlaim to part of every other which

could be historically justified depending on how far back i history onec hose ta go. Some

border changes were inevitable, he said, but these had to proceed i a "regulated manner."

The war, which at the time of the meeting in Prague was zaging on Hungary's

southern bodr between the variaus constituent parts of Yugoslavia, was, for Dunay, ani

example of how not ta regniate such problems. The Yugoslavian war "highlighted mainy

of the weaknesses iErpa institutions," Dunay said. In the early stages of the dsue

niost of Europe hdlittie comprehension of the gravity of the situation.neErpa

Comnt' itreto *slt n iaeut, he said, and both the ECadUnie

Nain stayed too refrom the prolm As for the CSCEYugsai xoe the

weknssof the oraians rule of consensus which required uaityof the 38 to

aeddto requi*'e cnessaogthe 38 minus the cutyor coumtries invôlved ini

a dispute.



and its economic institutions, he, hoped that the application of economic and political

pressure by the West for good reasons, "would flot go out of fashion.0

'he most extremne expression of the new Euro-gloom came during the presentation

by the Manchester Guardian's Washington correspondent, Martin Walker. The turmoil
currently exhibited in Europe was but "the latest version...of behaviour which has

afflicted Europe throughout this century ... the European tribes in tribal wars they are
flot able to stop without bringing in the US and USSR."...'The last forty years of peace,"
Wallcer declared flatly, "existed because we've been under aduit supervision." What
Europe -- and the CSCE -- faces now is a return to "ail the infantile behaviour the world

lias seen before."

For Walker, the great paradox was that just as pan-European issues such as

economnic migration, the enviroment and economic development were becoming more

urgent, the CSCE was withering "on its vine" -- a phenomenon caused by indifference
towards the organization shown by the great powers. After citing Alexander Pope to
illustrate current great power attitudes to the hapless CSCE -- "danin with faint praîse,
ascent with civil leer..." -- Walker attributed the CSCEs allegedly pathetic state and,
presumably, consequent inability to take on the evident challenges in Europe, to one
cause: "Mhe great powers wiil not accept the discipline of an institution which gives
Malta the same weight as the United States." As evidence lie noted that the "serious"

powers, the US and Germany, had chosen instead to engage Eastern and Central Europe

through the NATO alliance, and its offspring, the very new North Atlantic Consultative

Council. Once again, the rule of consensus, the unitary veto, was cited as the primary
obstacle to the CSCE's becoming relevant ini the new and newly troubled Europe.

However, Walker saw trouble ahead for Europe even with the help of organizations
that were more to the "serious" powers liking -- institutions sucli as NATO and the EC.
The more the EC expanded as a Pan-Eurovean body and brougJit i more members of



1990s, Wallcer said, was Bonn-Berlin, and the new "strategic direction" for Western Europe

was towards the '"haIf colony, haif problem" of the East, ail of which worked to loosen the

tics with the United States.

Walker's fundainental pessimism seemed to stem flot from Europe's own difficulties,

which were in his view just more of the saine. Rather they arose from the two central

truths: America's present penurious condition and increasing isolationisin, and, what he

called, the potential "wars of Stalin's succession" arising from the collapse of the USSR.

These left the continent without the hope for the return of "adult supervision" -- benign

or otherwise -- that had rescued it twice before in this century. Though it went unsaid,

it was clear that ini Walker's melancholy world view, the future course of the CSCE did

flot matter much one way or the other to curing Europe's dangerous afflictions.



III How Will llz Security Needs of CSCE Signatories Be Met:

Who Is Coing To Do What For Wnom?

It is wise to be cautious about ascribing to participants at such a gathering the
role of representing more than themselves -- the "voice of' the old East bloc countries
for example. Nonetheless, there emerged from discussions about goverilments' various
interests and apprehensions, considerable plain talk: finger pointing by participants from
Central and East European countries at the "cocksure" attitudes and "unfair" actions of
the West, and by Western participants at the nascent demnocracies of the East for not
being "serious" about addressing their own security needs.

Each of the three main speakers on the panel on meeting the security needs of
members states held true to their "representational" natures, including an academic
participant from a neutral country who attempted to steer a moderate line between
speakers from each of the old blocs. The quite different perspectives expressed -- including
some explicit resentments -- illustrate how difficult the road to European security will be,
even among states that are committed to peaceful international discourse and share the
fundamental values embodied in the Helsinki Final Act.

The first to address the question was the most senior Central and East European
politician in attendance, Lubos Dobrovsky, Minister of Defence of the Czech and Slovak
Federal Republic. Mr. Dobrovsky compared the current political dynarnic ainong European



because of the risc of nationalism, we are exposed to serlous threats and
new uncertainties because of the aggressive emergence of unanticipated new
states.

The need now, lie said, was to find a new structure to "persuade" or "comtpel"

these new countries to fulfili the set of international commitments that bring continuity

to Europe. "And what mechanisms exist for creating these new standards?" Dobrovsky

asked. The CSCE is lis answer.

For political veterans of the struggle against Eastern Europe's connnunist

apparatus like Dobrovsky,l and unlike most Western Europeans and North Aniericans,

the CSCE lias concrete meaning and real political value. The CSCE's procedures, and

the concepts they embody, matter enougli to the Minister that lie stood on its head the

formula for assessing the value of the CSCE introduced by lis counterpart Johan Jorgen

Holst from Norway at the begin-ning of the conférence (sec page 22) on its head. "We

need to list the various possibilities for the CSCE process. This is the way the question

should be put, not 'does this process have any raison d'etre?'."

As for other institutions, Dobrovsky went out of lis way to scold the North Atlantic

Treaty Organization and the conmmuniqué that camne from its summit in Rome in

November 1991. In it, NATO invited ail Central and East European states to participate

in the newly created Nortli Atlantic Consultative Council (NACC) together witli standing

NATO members. This was NATO's response to the clear wishes of Czeclioslovakia,

among otlier former Warsaw Treaty countries, to apply for full membership in the

Alliance itself. Dobrovsky told the conference:



Instead of carefully differentiating between the various member states of
the old Warsaw Treaty Organization, instead of considering the cominunity
of values, this declaration of Rome would throw ail these states into a bag
and shake it. The resuit is that a these countries are seen to be equally
dangerous for European security, which is certainly flot the case. Instability,
military potential, and nationalismns are of varying scope and iltensity.

Two participants from NATO countries responded to the Minister. The Deputy
Permanent Representative of Canada to NATO, Ralph Lysyshyn, said he thought that
European security overail was increased by NATO flot differentiating aniong countries.
"Would it be easier to persuade Ukraine to give up nuclear weapons and the idea of a
450,000 man anny if Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary were in and Ukraine out?
Lyshyshyn also said that choosing who to take in and who to leave out would have caused
a lot of difficulty within NATO.

Along the same lines, Johan Jôrgen Holst, Norway's Minister of Defence, said that
it was important to remember that the principle challenge to Buropean security was the
breakup of the USSR. "An explicit attempt at differentiation mighi be counterproductive
[for] this critical issue .... It is important that there be a framework of open hands."

Not mollified, Dobrovsky wondered how one could dlaim that joining NATO would
not increase Hungary's security. "Why does NATO exist then, if not to guarantee greater
security for its members?" He went on to assert that as far as lie was concerned the
primary problem for Central European countries was flot NATO membership, but rather
how to guarantee democracy, civic freedoms and the rule of law, "vralues identical to those



a radical, right-wing nationalist party, and the flrst expression of nationalism i post-Cold

War Europe was in the West with the re-unification of Germany wbich was, he asserted

"the ultiniate expression of nationalism and ethnicity .... West Germans took in East

Germans [even] though they didn't like them, [but] because they were German."

Gwyn, like many other Western participants, viewed the CSCE as a creation of

the Cold War -- 'yesterday's institution" which the US and other big powers would flot

take seriously because they could be vetoed by Aibania. While he saw the EC as Europe's

defining force, at the sarne time it seemed to offer littie in coming to grips with the

singular problemn of nationalism and ethnicity, at least as demonstrated to him so far in

the case of Yugoslavia. He termed the EC's conduct over Yugoslavia up to that time
"outrageous conduct ... a failure of nerve and imagination" that would have serious

repercussions. Because of this first war in Europe ini fifty years, the next war would flot

be quite as shocking, he asserted. "It will be a littie bit more normal," and national

extreniists elsewhere in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union will see war as

legitimate behaviour.

lI words addressed speciflcally to the East and Central Europeans in the room,

Gwyn said their countries were not being serious li addressing their own security

needs, and that if they expected help from "us" (the West) they should do more

themselves -- especially li the form of cooperative arrangements on trade, transportation,

and security between Poland, Hungary and Czechoslovakia. As an example of the sort of

seriousness he envisioned, Gwyn referred to the fact that Hungary was having to cope

with Yugoslav border problenis on its own. "Why are there not even nominal contributions

froni Poland and Czechoslovakia?" he asked.



"It is statements like Mr. Gwyn's that confirm, m y own views,- replied Dobrovsky.
In what sounded much like an old-fashioned dressing down, Dobrovsky proceeded to
remind participants of the betrayal of Czechoslovakia by the West at Munich in 1938;
of the fact that it was Central and East European countries, adniittedly with the West's
help, which bore the main responsibility and risk for dissolving NATO's rival the Warsaw
Treaty Organization; and that in his view, the refugees on Hungary's borders wanted to
go to the West, flot to Hungary, so if Hungary did flot have sufficient aid, it was ail of
Europe's problem flot just that of Central European states.

The inequality we feel has to do with the perception of threats and we need
to identify and define these threats. Ail of this cannot be thrown onto the
shoulders of Eastern and Central Europe .... We are recovering after forty
years of totalitarian rule, and we are economically and morally exhausted.
We need a generous ally willing to carry some of the burdens and losses of
the alliance. 1 arn afraid of politicians who will emerge to look for their
allies in another direction.

Had the English translation not missed this final admonition from Dobrovsky,
there would no doubt have been questions about who he thought these politicians miglit
be and what direction they would look. As it was, he left no doubt that lie and colleagues
in the new govemnments of Central Europe felt generally put upon by the actions and
attitudes of Western governments towards what lie regarded as genuine threats to security
ini the East.

In his presentation, Kari Birnbaum -- former director of the Swedish Institute of
International Affairs and curreutly with the European Centre for Peace Studies in,
Austria -- succeeded, to an extent, ini stayiug above the fray. From his perspective, new
Europe's central problem lay in the reality of unequal security conditions across the



West before the communist collapse and stili does after it -- the difference being that the

West is no longer insulated by the Iron Curtain from the East's troubles.

On how to meet these challenges, Birnbaumn underscored the view that the CSCE

was unique ainong institutions ini being concerned flot only with the preoccupations of

governiment elites, but also with societies and individuals. As did others at various times

ini the conference, Birnbaum identifled two potential innovations in standard CSCE

practice that would be highly desirable: the first would weaken the sanctity of the rule of

state sovereignty and principle of non-interference by permaitting intervention in "domestic

affairs" under certain specifled conditions. Second, the consensus decision rule would be

made less stringent so as to allow the implementation of certain types of decisions.

Neutral though he was by birth, Birnbaum was far from neutral on the potential

utility of the CSCE in fulfllling its members' security needs. His presentation typified the

essential faith in and belief about the continuing value of the CSCE process that its

advocates manifest:



IV Conflict Prevention and Dispute Settlemern:.

New Europe's Most Perplexng Challenge

An inescapable conclusion from this portion of the Prague meeting was that
European multilateral institutions with responsibility, even indirectly, for security
matters in Europe, will be judged on their ability to minimize the occurrence of disputes
and conflicts within and ainong European states -- especially the new states of Central
and Eastern Europe. Certainly the CSCE's critics at this conference made mucli of its
apparent impotence in the face of the ongoing Yugoslav conflicts. Not only is CSCE
"totally absent fromn the current Buropean crisis situation" said Cbristoph Bertramn, but "its
structures and instruments" are products of the Cold War and no longer relevant.

Implicit in this and similar assessments is the assumption that there are other
institutions better able to cope with these types of challenges -- that the job can be, and
is being more effectively done by others. However, CSCE detractors at this meeting neyer
made it clear just who these others were that were domng so well at solving Buropean
disputes. One of the CSCE's most voluble detractors, Richard Gwyn, said that in
Yugoslavia, the EC -- cited repeatedly during the meeting by him, Bertrain and others,
as Europe's "core institution" -- had been revealed to all, including the Yugoslav Federal
Army, to be a "paper tiger." And in response to Bertram's negative assessment, Bernard
Wood, head of the meeting's co-sponsoring body, the Canadian Institute for International
Peace and Security, asked:



gave credit to the CSCE for having been influential in discouraging other states from

taking sides ini that civil confliet -- an essential factor in the spread of previous

European wars.

It was Ralph Lysyshyn, Canada's Deputy Permanent Representative to NATO, who

best suinmed up the 'cup is hall full" argument on behaif of the CSCE:

We are flnding ail the security institutions in Europe proving somewhat
inadequate. Their mnadequacy is particularly in evidence because in the
period 1989 - 1990 each of them succumbed to hubris. T1hey ail said "wve
won the Cold War" and busied themselves with patting thernselves on the
back. Then the problems came [ini Yugoslaviaj. The CSCE was exposed
because it couldn't act with its consensus rules. NATO found it had the
wrong kind of military muscle. It was also prohibited from acting by the
other agendas, insecurities and even prejudices of some of its members. The
EC gambled and took on a big rote, expecting it could use economic
pressure, onty to flnd that in this situation the Serbian irregulars and Croats
weren't terribly interested in the threat of being denied EC membership. So
they were ail exposed; that should not be a reason to throw them ail out.

The security situation is fuil of uncertainties. There are stili rnilitary risks
and we don't know where they wiil corne from. There are other risks --

econonic, environmental, and nationaist -- that nobody has a solution to.
So if we turn to flnd the institutions are somewhat inadequate, this isn't
surprising. The idea is to fix these organizations in one way or another.

The assumption that conflict resolution, peacekeeping

to be the seminal issues of the 1990s and on into the 21

copean character. In the

uld be important, said

of a paxc super ordineri



TIn the task of creating a greater degree of military unterdependence, once agaîn
the CSCE, while its instruments are nascent, had the indispensable characteristic of a
multi-purpose, Europe-wide perspective. According to Toogood, "if you want to have an
organization that can admit new counitries, and has a flexible agenda, then you have to
invent something that looks like the CSCE."

Mr. Toogood cited the November 1991 NATO Rome commiuniqué to, support lis
case that there are many important things existing institutions, as powerful as they are,
could not do in the increasingly -crucial arena of dispute resolution.

NATO us quite clear in its understandung of the importance of wider links
and of its own limitations in its relations with other states in Europe.
Thus the ailiance's new strategic concept in Rome acknowledges that, "the
potential of dialogue and cooperation within ail of Europe must be fully
developed ini order to help defuse crises and to prevent conflicts since the
allies' security us inseparably linked to that of ail other states in Europe.
To this end, the allies will support the role of the CSCE process and
institutions.

Ini order to strengthen CSCE's capacities in this area, Toogood presented a set of
reconunendations that would formalize the military dialogue that had already taken place
by creating a Military Staff Comniittee that would,

a develop an agenda for cooperation ini matters such as search and rescue, and
response to civil emergencies;

draw up a report on possibilities for a European peacekeeping force;



The head of the CSCE secretariat in Prague, Nils Elliason, had already outlined
(see page 2) the various important structural changes that have occurred inside the CSCE
i the last few years. One of these was the creation i 1991 of a Conflict Prevention

Centre in Vienna, Austria foilowing a decision of the CSCE in 1986. Qiven the

widespread apprehension about European disputes i the wake of the Yugoslavian war
and the continuing disintegration of the former USSR, this new Centre and the

assumptions that underie its working procedures will naturally corne under considerable

scrutiny.

The Director of the Centre, Bent Rosenthal, outlmned for conférence participants

the various processes a2nd instruments available to the Centre to deal with disputes:

a the "Berlin Emergency Mechanism" -- the adoption i Berlin i June 1991 of a

mechanism for calling a CSCE consultation to deal with an emergency situation

on the basis, not of complete consensus (agreement of ail 38 states) as it had
always been, but by the agreement of "12 + 1" members;



implications this could have in the future, was the theme of University of British
Columbia political scientist, Kalevi Hoîsti.

Holsti's thesis was that the assumptions underlying the Valetta mechanism are
rooted in the model of international conffict embodied ini the League of Nations Covenant
and the United Nations Charter, L.e., that conflict occurs between states over territory,
boundaries, control of strategic space, etc. Hoisti contended, however, that it is the
set of conflicts that occur within states that will be most coniion ini Europe in the coming
years, and that the formulas developed at the Valetta meeting, and which are at the
heart of the CSCE Conflict Prevention Centre, "are relevant to only a narrow range of
international conflicts, and particularly to those that are least likely to be a threat to
peace." Ini short, "the old formulas of mediation, arbitration, and non-interference ini
countries' internal affairs" would appear to equip the CSCE for the wrong set of issues.

Hoîsti documented the extent of the threat facing Europe from internal. disputes
on its territory by citing fellow political scientist Stephen Van Evera:

Today there are in Europe nine potential border disputes and at least
thirteen significant ethnie groups that may either seek independence or be
claimed by others. The figures do not include Yugoslavia .... Van Evera notes
that of the Soviet Union's 262 million population, there are 104 nationalities.
Twenty-four percent (64 million) live outside of their home republics.
Another 25 million (9 percent) are members of small nationalities without
home republics; they would be minorities wherever they live. In the potential
successor states, there are 89 small minorities.



the CSCE Council of Offlcials ... will have to be very imaginative to bypass
the consensus principle or to devise conflict resolving processes that go
beyond the very limited possibilities found in the mechanism created at
Valetta,

seeins, if anything, understated.

In addition to questionable assuniptions about the nature of the conflicts with

which it would be faced, Hoisti found fault with the new dispute settiement mechanism

on procedural grounds. Parties to a dispute would have to make application to the CSCE,

#by itself," Hoisti said,

the CSCE [could flot] initiate action in the early stages of a confliet. It lias
no0 advance-warning capacity, and no organizational capability for identifying
situations that are likely to lead to armed attack.

real conflicts before it, Hoisti drew participants' attention to the



While HoIsti pointed out severe shortcomings in the CSCE, he was clearly on the
side of those who would fix and modify, rather than ciscard:

The CSCE has some important fundamentals. It is the only orgamization
that represents ail of Europe. Unlike NATO, it cannot be perceived by
anyone as a threat or as increasingly irrelevant ....TIn some ways [the EC] is
better equipped to act effectively than is the CSCE, but it suffers from the
limitation of representing less than one-third of Europe's countries, and does
flot include Canadian or American participation. It also lacks some elements
of authority and legitimacy that the CSCE does possess.

One relatively optimistic scenario for the CSCE, once again a vision based largely
on faith, was presented by~ Miroslav Potocný of the Department of International Law at
Prague's Charles University. In his view, the CSCE was slowly turning itself into an
international organization with permanent organs, settiement procedures, and the like. This
evolution, Potocny asserted, would eventually produce a regional organization for collective
security -- a process that has occurred with many other organizations. Gradually the
principle of consensus will disappear, he said. "[These] organs cannot function permanently
on the basis of consensus."

Certainly the consensus aniong this particular gathering of experts was that the
CSCE would have to be much more active very soon if it wished to make a difference
to the rush of Eurovean Dolitical and militarv event-q



V Are There Opportunities for Middle Power Leadership

in Matters of Security in Europe?

In the context of this conference, the issue of mniddle power leadership amounted

to asking whether there should be a CSCE which functions in the future with procedures

that are recognizably similar to the current ones. What became apparent throughout the

entire discussion was the fact that small and middle powers ascribe relatively higlier value

to the CSCE compared to the great powers, and compared to middle powers which are

already members of some of the other multilateral clubs. If one includes Russia, the US,
the UK, Germnany and France in the category of "great powers" -- a list which includes

ex-great powers and great power "wanabees" -- then certainly haif of the other thirty-

three states would fail into the definition of "middle power" as defined by Bernard Wood

ini his presentation, i.e., states that number ini the top thirty world GDP performers.

Johan Jôrgen Holst, Minister of Defence for Norway (a miiddle power by Wood's

definition, as well as a member of NATO, the EFTA, the OECD and the Council of

Europe) remarked early ini the conference that lie was suspicious of any discussion about

the CSCE which was based on trying to flnd out how to make the institution more useful



essence, that since we already have what has proved an extremely useful mechanism (the
CSCE), how can we modify it so, it serves our needs even better?

T'he head of the Czech and Slovak Foreign Ministry's CSCE Department, Ivan
Busniak, used the case of the neutral and non-aligned states to account for some of the
differences in country attitudes to the CSCE. In bis view, with the demise of the Warsaw
Treaty Organization and the USSR, the NNA group (Sweden, Switzerland, Yugoslavia,
etc.) had lost its organizing principle -- the policy glue which within the consensus
procedures of the CSCE had encouraged the former West and East blocs to take these
countries seriously for the first time.

In Busniak's construct, small and middle powers, because of their size, are
suspicious of institutions that exclude themn, which Busniak noted, was precisely what
was happening to relations between the new North Atlantic Consultative Council (NACC)
and what was left of the former NNA group. T'he new NACC included the original
NATO 16 plus the former WTO countries to make 25. Left out were the rest of the
CSCE 38. 'Thus there is some suspicion..." said Busniak, "that there is yet another
institution to which they have no access, a growing feeling of isolation. Which is why we
have stressed that we do flot regard [the NACCI as a replacement for the CSCE process.Y

Other reasons underlying this extra middle power self-interest in the CSCE,
and multilateral organizations in general, were elaborated upon by Bernard Wood
from Canada, again Ivan Busmiak from the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic, and



Mr. Busniak cited the current situation in bis own country which had recently been

forced to corne to terrns with its neiglibours:

One of the main points about small and mediumn powers is that they cannot
work out national interests the sarne way as great powers. [WeI cannot think
about the economic, political and ecological issues of this country without
taking into full account those of Poland, Hungary and other
neighbours .... Efforts to develop some sort of shared security is an important
feature of Czech foreign policy. We cannot feel fully secure until Poland and
Hungary feel secure as well. T'here are practical problerns with doing this of
course; we have not had experience with forniing policies of national interest
that include our neighbours.

Mr. Wood outlined the reasons for miiddle power propensities to support

multilateralism in theoretical and geo-political terms: "Middle powers need functional

multilateral cooperation because most of the time they have interests that are wider than

are their capabilities to influence outcomes on their own. So they mnust act in coalition."



the relationships that helped us get to documents like the Helsînld Final Act,
with ail of the implications that had for confidence building -- those
procedures we cannot afford to lose.

We believe in trying to help find the solutions in Central and Eastern
Europe flot just because it is in the interests of these emerging countries, but
because it 15 our interest as a middle power. Ahl of the discussion about thec
CSCE corne down to an essential. Canadian view of multilateralismn. We want
to find ways among ourselves as equals to build structures that will allow us
to be conifortable about being able to manage our own collective future
safely. That is why we are here.

L-eft unexplored through this discussion was the attitude of the great powers
towards the CSCE. Why should they be involved in an organization that served the
interests of small and middle powers so well, and did not institutionally recognize relative
distribution of international power? Indeed, this question was at the heart of almost the
entire case presented by CSCE detractors: the CSCE is not serious; it lias no real power;
the countries that matter can. be vetoed by countries that don't; so why bother?

Curiously, as the two-day exchange neared its end, it was the (lerman journalist
and foreign affairs analyst (and the conference's first CSCE naysayer, Christopli Bertram)
who came closest to explaining what it is that keeps the CSCE going, even with ail its
ephemeral qualities. H1e said that lie continued to be struck by the traditional manner in
which international affairs are still discussed,
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in the EC, states adhered to the "qualified majority voting" system which obliged the

great powers to forma coalitions with smaller memberS2. 'It is probably in the interests

of [the smaller powers] to move towards something different [from the consensus rule]

in which they could use their bargaining power." The CSCE could thus become more

activist and more relevant andl yet still ensure that small and middle powers continued

to have their say.



VI Conclusion

"The CSCE has survived this conference with some scars but nevertheless, intact,"-
is how David Braide, Chairman of CLIPS Board of Directors, assessed the two-day Prague
colloquium in his presentation that concluded the meeting. He drew attention again to the
most conspicuous and recurring issue of the conference: a minority view -- but one with
considerable weight and authority -- which held that the CSCE was anachronistic and a
product of the Cold War, and a majority opinion that the CSCE was an important part
of the European institutional architecture but one that needed. to change if it was going
to, be fully effective.

Mr. Braide distinguished between two major categories of defects in the existing
CSCE process that had been identified during the meeting:

0 consensus and unanimity miles -- "these are bound to lead to a certain amount
of distrust by the larger powers and to a tendency for the organization to
'freeze up' when issues come up that effect the special interests of one or
more members."

This led, noted Braide, to introducing concepts of hierarchy into the process,
and that of "delegation" to other groups or institutions. "But we were warned
that the consensus aspect of the organization is one of its unique values, and



Mr. Braide also made a plea for increased institutional tolerance. "We should

learn to be happy with untidy organizational solutions. It is unrealistic to expect that

a monolithic solution is available any more. A diversity of institutions is inevitable

and desirable."

From the advantageous position of being last to speak, Braide made a final

personal intervention on the side of the CSCE's defenders. Acknowledging that the

organization did indeed have shortcoxnings, he criticized what he perceived to be a lack

of alternatives put forward by those who said the CSCE had lost its relevance:

I thought that the absence of alternative solutions tended to make such
observations suspect. The only alternative 1 heard was that in some manner
the European Community, by using its econornic levers, could enforce its
rules of behaviour on countries thousands of miles away, which had flot
participated ini the formulation of those rules. I found that not only
impractical, but perhaps a littie obscene.

Those at the Prague meeting who would ignore the CSCE or put it in cold storage

offered little proof that the CSCE is today and always will be irrelevant. Instead, they

asserted strongly that NATO, the EC and WEU were Europe's "core institutions" and

were more powerful. But this form of argument says more about the professional and

national-cultural predilections of those making the statements than it does about the

effectiveness of the CSCE.



One way to account for a journalist's discouraging, even disparaging view of the
CSCE -- its lack of "power" and "relevance" -- is its relative invisibility compared to the
many other actors on the international stage. One very compelling measure of utility,
effectiveness, importance, and intrinsic worth for those creating media products, as wel
as for those watching them, is sheer quantity. The more an event or phenomenon is
reported the more important it is, leading in turn to its being reported even more. Ihis
influence is pervasive even though ail participants ini modern journalism, consumers and
creators, know better.

.Another observation about those at thie meeting who regarded the CSCE as
largely irrelevant, is that they came from one or other of the Western "great powers"
(Bertram from Germany, Walker from the UK, Gwyn thougli now, Canadian was born
and educated in the UK). On the other side, many of the CSCE defenders and supportive
critics, are nationals of smaller Western powers and the new Eastern democracies
(Toogood, Lysyshyn and Hoisti from Canada, Dobrovsky from the Czech and Slovak
Federal Republic, Volten from the Netherlands, Elliason from Sweden).

nhe UK and Germany have already cast their lot with other institutions over in
they have a great measure of control and which have served their interests well in the
past -- for example, NATO in the case of Britain and the EC for Germany. Smaller
powers with less control (or in the instance of Canada and the EC, none at ail), and
new democracies ini the East, would logically tend to gravitate towards an organization



different kinds of multilateral institutions. It does not, however, constitute evidence one

way or the other about the institution's intrinsic value to the cornmunity of nations as a

whole. Other measures will have to be used.

Ultimately, the ÇSCE's utility ini solving the security problems of the new Europe

described at this conference will be decided by a complex assortment of factors some of

which are flot yet well understood. Miroslav Potocny's hopeful but rather vaguely defined

expectations (page 21) of a sort of natural evolution from consensus decision making to

something else more like other European institutions might corne to pass. But then the

question will be: if the CSCE process is modified to resemble that of other more "activist"

Buropean and Western institutions, will the CSCE have lost one of the essential qualities

that made it worth having in the first place?



Appendix A
TUE CSCE AND OTHER SECLJRIY INSTITUTIONS

by
John Toogood

It is somewhat daunting to be the flrst to speak on the substance of our agenda
at a gathering sucli as this knowing that I will be followed by sucli a distinguished, group
of government decision makers, senior scholars, and internationally respected. journallsts.
Not infrequently, many of us in organizations such as mine envisage ourselves as being
in the business of offering advice to these other groups and of course proffering advice
is always a risky business. This was stated most clearly by Samuel Griffith in lis
introduction to Sun Tzu's Art of War in which Griffith portrays the role of what we might
now cail think tanks during the period of the warring states about three or four hundred
years before Christ. 11e characterizes this time as one in which "hundreds of scholars who
wandered from one state to another were eager to peddle ideas to rulers 'anxious over
the perilous condition of their countries and the weakness of their armies'. Sovereigns
competed for the advice of battalions of professional taikers, who, in 'interminable
discussions', captured kings, dukes, and great men with arguments of 'confusing
diversity'. When their advice turned out to be good they frequently attained high
position; if poor, they were unceremoniously pickled, sawn in haif, boiled, minced, or torn
apart by chariots."



One resuit of this latest development is that "threats", in the NATO vocabulary,

have been replaced by "risks". Another consequence 15 that the strategic studies community

has a changing agenda. Impassioned debates about the validity of minimum deterrence,

the ladders of flexible response, the military un-wisdom of forward defence in Europe, the

preemptive risks inherent in a forward maritime strategy, the launch on warning perils of

TNF deployments, the destabilizing effects of supersonic cruise weapons, have lost their

former interest.

Now the focus is shifting to matters such as clandestine weapons distribution, water

rights, demographic movements, rellgious conflicts, ethnic tensions, maldistribution of

wealth and resources and ail those other items that are in the various catalogues of the

wider definition of security. And virtually every one of them is to be found in some form

somewhere in the sixteen year old Final Act of Helsinki, a tribute to the prescience of

the drafters of that remarkable document.



NATO leaders also had to confront these issues at their suninit ini Rome in early
November. The outcome was flot particularly enlightening. Sections 6 and 7 of the "Rome
Declaration on Peace and Cooperation" of 7-8 November contain three statements that
appear to preserve the positions of ail sides of the question. Section 6 opens by
welcoming "the further strengthening of the European pillar wihin the alliance..."
(emphasis added) and ends with a promise "to develop, practical arrangements to ensure
the necessary transparency and complementarity bewe the Buropean security and
defence identity as it emerges i the 12 and the WEU, and the Alliance". Section 7
addresses these two divergent views in a flot immodest statement welcoming
"reinforcement of the role of the WEU, both as the defence component of the process
of European unification and as a means of strengthening the Buropean pîllar of the
alliance ....

With considerably greater clarity, the Rome Declaration endorses thec importance
of the CSCE in the European security framework. 1 will return to this later but I would
note here that the statements in the document suggest an appreciation of the sometimes
subtle political processes of the CSCE. This is a welcome development because it was not
too long ago that there was some preliùninary debate as to whether the CSCE miglit be
a competitor that could replace NATO. This caused considerable alarm. in pro-NATO
circles even though it became apparent fairly early in that debate that militarily the two
organizations were s0 veiy différent that there was no question of one at the expense of
the other mainly because, so far at least, the CSCE has, no military capability whatever.



and medium term. Indeed, if NATO has any competitor it is probably an independent

Western European Union rather than the CSCE.

The discussion in this paper has so far centred on only one of the dimensions of

security that should be taken into consideration when assessing the effectiveness of the

institutions under review. There are at least five other roles and challenges to be taken

into account. Ini addition to military defence, the others are conflict resolution, conflict

prevention, the maintenance of a balance of power, demographic movements, and response

to emergencies.

On conflict resolution, one need flot assess ini the abstract because m-ighty efforts

have been under way for some months to resolve the conflict i Yugoslavia. Whatever

assessment one makes of the effectiveness of the institutions which have been engaged,

it is encouraging to note that no outside power bas aligned itself openly in support of

any of the warring parties in that country, at least not so far. The contrast with earlier

Balkan wars is clear.



of the 12 but are mnembers, of the CSCE. An illustration of this fact is the presence of
first six, and now 10, Canadian nationals on the EC Yugoslav observer teain. It is also
interesting to note that the activities of this "12 plus" group might be seen as an
operational subgroup of the CSCE 38. This is flot exactly a circumnvention. of the rule of
consensus because the CSCE mantde of respectability could have been denied by any one
signatory, but it nevertheless does seem to be some sort of demonstration of flexible
practical action on the part of the CSCE.

Whether one agrees or not with that slightly contentious observation, the link
between the two organizations -- the CSCE and the EC -- is quite clear. It is also clear
that the EC has adopted a security rote much earlier than normal negotiations toward
political union and the development of a common foreign and security policy would have
accomplished had the Yugoslav situation flot occurred. Also worthy of note is that the
multilateral activity in this situation has to ail intents and purposes excluded NATO and
the Western European Union as actors in any direct way, although no doubt those fora
have been useful for consultations ainong their members. For whatever reason -- including
widely rumoured internai dissension -- the EC efforts have not, at this writing
(November 1991) been sufficiently effective to stop the conflict ini Yugoslavia. It may well
be that no European mechanism can do so. In that case one must look to the United
Nations Security Council as is now happening and the provisions of Chapter VII of the
charter as the last and perhaps best institution to take effective action. Article 41 ini
particular might be appropriate at this time with its provision for "interruption of
econoniic relations and of rail, sea, air, postal, telegraphic, radio, and other means of



would seemn to be the best mechanism for this development when the tinie is propitious,

but the tested mechanisnis of NATO's consultation, cooperation and command and control

practices are attractive ini this regard. Thus, some sort of remit to NATO from the CSCE

(by consensus) or other linkage niight be contemplated under some circunistances.

Conflict prevention is somewhat different in nature, involving on the one hand

deterrence and on the other the development of interdependencies, perhaps principally

in the economic sphere, to a degree where any state would believe that its vital interests

would be jeopardized were it to find itself in militaiy conflict with another state ini

Europe. 'Me 12 members of the European Connnunity are already at that stage.

Deterrence is usually thought of exclusively ini military terras and lot infrequently,

but wrongly, as only a nuclear weapon phenomenon. This is too narrow a concept. NATO

and the Western European Union rely upon conventional forces for deterrence as a

principle strategy for the protection of their members with, adxnittedly, a nuclear capability

i the background in the case of NATO.



Conflict prevention through interdependence is an entirely different matter. A new
termn -- cooperative security -- has been emerging in scholarly literature and speeches by
,government officiais in recent times. To my knowledge there is flot as yet a conimonly
accepted definition of what this tenu means but it would seemn to me that prevention
through interdependence must surely be an integral part of it.

As mentioned, the European Commumty enjoys an extensive degree of
interdependence. Indeed it is safe to say that interdependence has now developed to,
such a point that conflict between EC member states is virtually inconceivable. The EC
is also developing links with countries of the European Free Trade Association (EFTA)
as well as extending associate membership to the new democracies of Central and Eastern
Europe. Thus a process of preventing conflict through extended econonic interdependence
has begun.

Interdependence withmn NATO is flot quite as thoroughly developed. True, NATO
has highly developed mechanisms for military comimand, coordination, and cooperation
which, in war, would make alliance members fully interdependent. But in times of peace
there is littie true interdependence within NATO qua NATO. One need only think of
relations between Greece and Turkey, for example, to illustrate this point. Those two
countries no doubt saw themselves in a common security situation with the other allies
in the days of perceived tbreat from the Soviet Union, but in the new Europe 1 wonder
how much common security either believes it has with the other. The conclusion to be
drawn is that cooperative security must rest upon something more than military links,



states i Europe. io tbi& nd, the allies will support the rote of the CSCE process and

its institutions." (Section 34) (emphasis added.)

But so far the CSCE remains a weak instrument for cooperative security in both

economic and niilitary fields. What it does have that the others 1ack, however, is the

pan-European nature of its membership. It also has a nascent mechanism for the

development of a greater degree of military interdependence. 1 refer here not only to

the systema of confidence and security building measures but also to the opportunity to

build upon the two rnilitary doctrine seminars that have been held so far. It would appear

that with the end of the East-West niilitary confrontation the dialogue about niitary

doctrine may well have run its course, but the practice of bringing together senior military

officers of ail the CSCE signatories should not be allowed to wither.

1 mentioned carlier that steps toward developing some sort of interdependence

could be taken. 1have imind the takn fmidlelevel staff officrs f alte CSCE

states to continue the prcieof meeting. However, instead of simply holding exclianges

of views they could, at the outset, be required to develop an agenda for the elaboration

of como pln for cooperation in such matters as search and rescue and resos to

civil eegnisof varou kinds. Such plans would esarladesthne o



cooperation ini the event of unusual rnilitary activities or'hazardous, incidents of a military
nature. Again, the Yugoslav experience has shown that these existing measures need to
be developed further if the CSCE is to, be more effective in dealing with conflicts.
However, the mere act of investigating the potential for additional measures i a
permanent staff mechanism would contribute to the development of a system of
cooperative security.

0f course, further work on CSBMs proceeds in Vienna and it is generally
acknowledged that thîs will be carried forward as a resuit of the Helsinki review next
year. What 1 arn suggesting here, however, is a further step in the institutionalization
process through the introduction of a CSCE military staff comniittee system. In papers
presented at the Brookings Institute in Washington and to the Canadian Anciens of the
NATO Defence College, I have recommended that NATO develop its Comrnittee on
Challenges to Modern Society (CCMS) by inviting ail CSCE signatories. to join in
addressing an agenda of non-military subjects. Here I am suggesting what might turn out
to be a parailel structure and membership but with a military agenda. This agenda would
also differ from that for the development of CSBMs because of the task of drawing up
comnron staff plans and recommendations.

I would like to summarize these recommendations in case some may think ,the
suggested transition from the military doctrine seminars is too arnbitious and abrupt.

The proposai consists of four steps.



Step 2: a. Draw up a report on possibilities for a Buropean peacekeeping force;

b. Draw up a list of possible Conflict Control Measures.

Step 3: Prepare staff planning papers for agenda items agreed after steps 1 and 2.

Step 4: Negotiate/implement step 3.

The fourth mile for security institutions is the maintenance of a continent-wide

balance of power so that no one state could aspire to a hegemonic position. This of

course ithe essnce of NATO. The only other grouping of states which mighit be able

to take on that task with credibility is the Western European Union, or a successor

military conglomerate, that was the de facto (or de jure) xnilitary arm 0f a European

political union. As with earlier cogimeints about military deterrence, it wiIl be a veiy long

time before the CSCE could bave crçdibility in this mile -- a reiable system of

cooperative security would likely corne first.

The last two roles are of a soeht différent character bu they bear inclusion

here because of their very real importance in the new Europe. nbe f irst is the security

dimnsin o mass movements of peoples from any direction arising for any reason. We



This problemn is pan-European (actually global) in nature, and, of the organizations

considered here, the CSCE is clearly the prime forum for discussion and action. When it

cornes to operational activities, the CSCE has already demonstrated its capability to

mandate appropriate programmes to other bodies, if necessary.

T'he final role to be considered is the ability to respond to emergencies that may

arise within any one country in Europe, within international sub-regions of Europe and,
ideally, as in the situation in the Gulf, to provide a European response to events

happening anywhere on the globe. Infrastructure and organization are obviously key

factors, and internationally, they are found primarily, but not exclusively, in military

structures. NATO's capabilities in this regard are excellent, but its charter constrains it

to clearly deflned situations within a clearly deflned area. The Western European Union

is not similarly constrained territorially but as presently constructed, it is doubtful that it

could respond i its own right as it would be unclear to whom it might be responsible

other than the individual nations that contribute forces. Ini the future however, should the

WEU become in some fashion or other an agent of the European Community, or perhaps

even an arm. of a European union, it might be available for these purposes. At this time,
however, there is no reason why it could not also act on a remit from the CSCE. And

flnally I would remind you of my earlier remarks about tasking a CSCE niilitary staff

committee to develop agreed plans to deal with emergencies.



What of the future? NATO envisages a system of interlocking organizations,

presumably based on 1991 models. This may turn out to be the shape of the future, but

perhaps flot. 1 suspect the VRU will either lapse back into its former somnolence or,

more likely, evolve as a niilitary dimension of some sort of new and developing European

political community. Either way, it cannot have any meaningful non-military function on

its own. NATO's concept of its new place was revealed in Rome. Here one finds a

progranimed outreach to the new democracies of Central and Eastern Europe (but without

membership or security guarantee), an emphasis on linkages and a papermng over of the

relationship between NATO and the VRU

The Helsinki Review Meeting of the CSCE should clarify some of these questions

but certainly not ail of them. It seems to me that none of these organizations will

continue as we now know them; some will adapt, and it is even possible that, like the

Warsaw Treaty Organization, one or more may disappear altogether.



Appendix B

SCENARIOS FOR MEETING THE SECURITY NEEDS
AND CONCERNS 0F SIGNATORIES

by
Kari E., Birnbaum

What we have been asked to do in this session is to sketch a set of developments
that would meet security concerns and security needs of CSCE signatory states. This
assignment raises a host of questions of which 1 shall mention just a few to indicate
the complexity of our subjeet. They relate to key concepts in the rubric, flrst and
foremost security.

Security -- for whom: states, nations, individuals? Against what kind of threats:
externat aggression, domestic turmoil, the spili-over of instabilities from adjacent
territories, environmental destruction?

Secondly, there are the ternis concerns and needs. How do we distinguish between
and assess them? Concerns are usually -- but not always -- articulated in pronouncements
of government officiais and other elite groups and thus contain an element of subjectivity
on the part of those giving expression to them. Needs suggest something more objective,
irrefutable. Concerns may be justifled but they may also be unjustified or at least
exaggerated. Needs on the other hand are usually associated with fundamentals, involving
existential interests and ultimately the survival of nations, conimunities and individuals. But



process that introduced an element of dynamic change into the rigidly frozen political

landscape of the 1970s and 1980s, and it can be argued that it helped those popular

forces in Eastern Europe that toppled conmunist governments, by the largely peaceful

revolutions in 1989. But the societal and human dimension of the CSCE remains crucial

in the totally transformed Europe of the 1990s with its new challenges and uncertainties.

I amn not raising these complexities and ainhiguities in order to dodge my

assignment; 1 intend to deal with themn in a pragmatic fashion, and some replies to the

questions we have been asked to address are in fact inherent in these initial observations.

In the new environment of European and global politics security must clearly be

conceived in broad terms, including protection not only against external aggression but

also against domestic oppression and other ways of depriving individuals and groups of

their life chances. With regard to the distinction between security concerns, and security

needs, the pragmatic solution I have chosen is to ignore definitional and epistemological

problenis and to deal with concrete issues in ternis of an adrnittedly intuitive assessment

of different degrees of urgency. Let me therefore try to list a number of major security

issues and challenges that confront both governments, and their constituencies, and to

suggest ways to deal with them constructively by utilizing the potential of the CSCE,

where appropriate.

'Me first and overriding challenge is to handle and eventually solve the problenis

deriving from prevailing unequal security conditions in different parts of Europe. While

fin-.çervice lias reteatedlv been Paid to the principle of "equal security" in international



regions but also to others, including ini particular West Europeans, who have grown
accustomned to enjoying a far greater measure of security than their less fortunate brethren
lin the East from whom. they are no longer insulated by the East-West divide. People in
thxe East face differing but very tangible degrees of suffering resulting from economic

deprivation, personal humiliation, environmental destruction, domestic disorder and
sometimes outright violence. Governments and citizens of the West on the other hand are
mainly concerned with worrying scenarios of a different kind, such as the potentially
disruptive repercussions of massive migratory movements into their countries and the

conceivably catastrophic consequences of disintegration and instability in the former USSR,
including the frightening prospect of proliferating Soviet nuclear arsenals.

From this overriding challenge -- the need to do something about the security gap

between East and West in Europe -- one can deduce a nuinher of specific tasks that must
be attended to. For the sake of brevity 1 shail enumerate themn in short-hand fashion:

" There is an obvious need to keep up the momentumn ini the recent trend
toward dexnilitarizing international politics ini Europe by arms control

agreements and reciprocated unilateral arms limitations.

* The war between Serbia and Croatia and the existence of similar explosive

tensions in other parts of Eastern and South-Eastern Europe suggest thxe



aggression, both within Europe and from outside Europe. Henoe

precautionary arrangements to contain this danger must also be part of

efforts to safeguard European security.

To what extent can the existing, emerging or potential machiueiy of the CSCE

help to meet these security requiremeuts?

'he major challenge of diminishing and eventually overcorning the ieqiuality in

welfare and security conditions between different parts of Europe inivo1ves ini the first

place the transfer of substantial financial assets to the Eas, flot only or primarily of

technical skills and know-how -- there are indeed indications of technical "overassistance"

i Eastern Europe. Furthermore, it involves improvn the export chne of East

Buropa countries on Western markets to encourage direct Western investments iu East

European ecnmesafeguarding the rule of ?Jaw, and last but not least the patient

build-up of democratic institutions and practices. The CSCE may help to promote these



is an appropriate organ -- although surely flot the onlyone -for further efforts along
these limes.

The CSCE may also be called upon to develop the machinery for insulating trouble

spots in Europe and possibly also for containing the outbreak and/or spread of armed

violence within disintegrating entities like Yugoslavia and the USSR or across

existing national boundaries. The proposai submitted by Poland to the CSCE Committee

of Senior Officiais on 22 October 1991 for creating a CSCE monitoring and peacekeepin

force, points in this direction. But the problems encountered in current efforts to
install a UN peacekeeping force in Yugoslavia indicates the magnitude of the obstacles

that would have to be overcome to create efficient CSCE instruments for peacekeeping

and peacemaking purposes.

T'hese difficulties to contain or resolve conflicts once armed violence has occurred

on a large scalie lends added significance to peace building efforts, which in turn would

seem to depend crucially on community building within and across national and ethnic

boundaries. Exposure and friction between individuals and groups with different traditions,
outlooks and interests are inevitable concomitants of more freedom, openness, contact and

cooperation in the new Europe of the 1990s. If these opportunities -- welcomed by so
many -- are to be conducive to community building rather than tension and hostility, they

will have to be associated with an enhanced capacity for mutual tolerance and empathy.



presently foresecable contingencies suggest that the main burdon of containing the dangers

of eternal aggression, particularly from outside Europe, will have te be carried by Western

security organizations: a transformed NATO, the WEU and possibly the EC, if it were to

be equlpped with distinct security functions. What seens te be at issue is how these

burdens are te b. âistributed between the three institutions; but there is hardly a. tangible

prospect for transferring them to a new institution.

'Me relevance of the CSCE for European security lias always been related to its

political and societal rather than military aspects. This is likely to remain so in the future

as wellk But siceftur euyrequirintO nEpe a beexpcted tobe fclussed

on these non-mnilitary dimensions the potential of the USCE for meeting the cocrsand

needs of signtois could grow significantly, provided its working proceue will be

adapted te the requirements of changed circumstances.

Twoinnvaion inpaticlar iplyngdepartures from traditoa CSCE practices,

would seem te b. overdue:

least
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innovations have been forcefully advocated by prominent politicians in East and West,
notably the Foreign Minister of the Russian Federation Andrei Kozyrev and Germany's
Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher. In view of the situation in Yugoslavia and the
potential risk of escalating conflicts on the territory of the former USSR, a potential
convergence of opinion among participating states on these issues mnight well be
formalized ini the near future.



Appendix C

A 'ZONE 0F CIVILITY IN EUROPEAN DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS?

THE CSCE AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION

by

K. J. Holsti

Since the end of the Napoleomic wars, Europeans have been trying to build

international orders that would bring forîns of international governance and more civility

to their mutual relations. Following the medieval centuries when hierarchy characterized

the conduct of poitical life, anarchy, sovereign equality, and political fragmentation

became the principles upon which Europe (and subsequently the rest of the world) was

organized. The greatest challenge to Buropean statesmen bas always been to moderate

the most significant consequences of anarchy, namely incessant warfare among states.

The Concert of Europe developed management practices and sets of norms that

worked reasonably well to bring more civility to the mutual relations of its members.1

These arrangements, however, ultimately failed to prevent the Great War. The next two

great order-building exercises, in 1919 and 1945, devised universal governance institutions

and norms, some of which were based on nineteenth century European practice. But they

were systematically violated or abused by twentieth century totalitarian dictatorships, al

--. rn 1arn- thi-ir nwun viçins for reorLyanizinp- the world. The "new orders"



equaity, non-use or threat of force, consultations, reciprocity, and the peaceful settlement
of disputes -- ail key norms promnoting civility between nations.

Today, following the collapse of the socialist world, there is an academic and
diplomatic industry of speculation about and prescriptions for building a Europe that
would integrate ail of its parts, including ail components of the former Soviet Union,
into a new area of civility. Within states, the ideological bases of the new order are
democracy, the rule of law, guarantees for human rights, protection of minorities, and
economies based on market principles. lIn relations between states, the norms of civility
are enunciated in the Helsinki Final Act and some of its follow-up agreements, especially
the Charter of Paris (1990).

A new order ini Europe requires more than general principles and codes of
conduct. There mnust also be a new "security architecture," defined as obligations, roles,
and conimitments of capabîlities that will provide safety for ail members of the Buropean
"house." And there must be procedures and institutions for resolving conflicts short of
violence, and should those fait, to provide mechanisms for controlling and containing
crises and wars.

The tasks of this essay are to examine critically the theories of conflict prevention
and resolution in the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe. But to assess
the possibilities for the CSCE, we must flrst inquire into the theoretical assumptions



Assumptions of Conflict Resolution Theory

The idea that the international community has a responsibility for managing and

resolving inter-state conflicts was first enunciated lu the 1815 settiements, but flot formally

institutionalized until 1919 in articles 10 through 16 of the League of Nations Covenant.

Those procedures and obligations were based on certain nineteenth century practices of

the Concert of Europe as well as on prescriptions developed in nineteenth century liberal

thought. The most explicit theory of conflict prevention and resolution was developed by

Woodrow Wilson in his proposais for a League of Nations. Many of bis ideas survived to

become the intellectual. foundations of the UN Charter and the CSCE Final Act.

Contemporary conflict resolution theory, reflecting Wilson's formulas, contains the

following assumptions:

1 the essential actors in international conflicts are states; it is therefore states

i. conflicts of



5. international procedures and institutions can be constructed to prevent or
vastly reduce the probabilities of using force;

6. internationally sponsored conflict resolution procedures such as conciliation
and mediation can put an end to armed combat and may be essential for
forging lasting settiements to conflicts.

Underlying these assumptions of Wilsonian liberalism and modern conflict

resolution theory is a single meta-proposition about the nature of international
society: peace between states is the normal condition of the international system, while
conflict and war are deviations from the norm of inter-state civility. Despite the absence
of an overriding authority that can legitimately compel states to order their relations
peacefully, there is an underlying harmony between societies that, unless distorted by
govemnments, will lead to peace. Thus, armed combat, like a disease, is a manifestation
of some sort of faulty decision making or pathological condition within governments and
foreign policy elites, usually hypothesized as a high degree of niisunderstanding, poor
information and niisperceptions, or the atavistic drives of despots and military regimes.
The Wilsonian image of world politics is distinctly not analogous to a Hobbesian state of
nature, which is characterized by a perpetual struggle for power and domination.
Democratization, self-deterniination, the enunciation of norms and covenants, and



The United Nations and the Resolutdon of Conflicis: 7the Record

We have now a lengthy history of attempts by the international coninunity to

constrain the use of force and to resolve international conflicts by peaceful means. There

is thus an empirical foundation for assessing the assumptions and prescriptions of the

Wilsonian-liberal theory of conflict prevention and resolution. Our discussion wlll focus

on the record that deals with conflicts involving the threat or use of armed force, thus

excluding that narrow range of issues where international judicial institutions have

functioned, often successfully.

While acadeniic studies of the League of Nations and the United Nations do not

agree entirely on the effectiveness of those institutions in the area of confliet

resolution 3 
-primarily because they use different research xnethods, cases, and measures

of success -there is tody sufficlent evidence to make some evaluations of conflict

prevention and resolution poess andiInstitutions.

The United Nations, for exaniple, encourages



many of the present states would flot exist today except for the actions of, the United
Nations and other international bodies. 4

I contrast, those international conflicts that came under the rubric of the Cold
War were for the most part impervious to multilateral conflict resolution procedures. To
the extent that they were resolved, crises, force, deterrence, and occasional bilateral and
multilateral negotiations that explicitly excluded the UN, were the norm. T'he UN played
no role in most of the Cold War crises and today its functions in the Middle East peace
process are only symbolic. Some types of conflict, then, appear beyond the reach of the
kinds of interventions and services available in contemporary international conflict
resolution institutions.

Between de-colonization and Cold War issues, there is a large domain of potential
or actual armed conflicts that have arisen primarily in the Third World, and which have
been placed on the agenda of the United Nations or various regional organizations. The
record here is niixed; peacekeepmng operations have often helped terminate armed combat,
but the underlying issues of the conflicts have not been resolved through an authoritative
and legitimate setulement. The agendas of the United Nations and regional organizations
remain littered with conflicts that have had been "de-bellicized" through UN actions, but
that remain unresolved: Kashmir, Cyprus, Morocco-Polisario, Afghanistan, Israel and its

neighbours, and the like.



to fashion an authoritative and legitimate setulement) ancient ethnic/reigious/lalguage

animosities, the drive for self and group identification, and the often spontaneous

outbursts of commnunalism? The model of international conflict bult into the League of

Nations Covenant and the United Nations Charter, as weIl as most regional organizations,

is a model of orily one type of international confliet: the state versus state confliet over

terrltory, boundaries, control of strateglc space, and the like. But this do<es not cover the

full range of possibilities. Since 1945, in fact, inost international conflicts have begun with

armed violence between stte authorities and ideological/ethnic/religious/la1guage groups

selding statehood, autonomy, or protection against persecution within their sta&e.

International peacekeeping forces can put an end to flghting (provkled the state party to

the conflîct consents to their presence), but they cannot resolve these kinds of confliets.

One is hard-pressed to corne up with more than a couple of ethnically-based conflicts that

resulted i an authoritative settlement through international confllct resolution tcnqes.

Namibia may be a marginal exception rather than typical.

If international ognztions have had only a nied r



it did in the summer of 1991 when Yugoslavia was beginning to collapse under the weight

of ethnie separatism. Ini both cases, there was no dearth of early warnings.

The United Nations experience demonstrates that there are some flaws ini the

theory of conflict resolution, the most serious of which is the assumnptions about state

actors, the nature and sources of international conflicts in the current age, and thxe

presumption (or practice) that no action can or should be taken until the conflict has

reached the stage of large-scale organized violence.

International Conflict in the European Context: The Threats

Any effective security, conflict prevention, or conffict resolution regime must address

the kinds of issues and threats that it is Iikely to confront. Conflict resolution procedures,

for example, must be linked to the socio-economic-political conditions that generate armed

conflicts. Are the old formulas and procedures of mediation, arbitration, and

non-interference in countries' internai affairs appropriate in the new European context?

The results of the CSCE conference on conflict resolution held in Valletta ini February

1991 suggest they are not. The formulas developed there, as we will see below, are

relevant only to a narrow range of international conflicts, and particularly to those that



armed confliets is long and distressing. Stephen Van Evera lias found that today there are

in Europe nine potential border disputes and at least thirteen significant ethnie groups

that may cither seek independence or he claimeti by others.8 The figures do not include

Yugoslavia. The collapse of the Soviet Union presents even a greater potential for

armed conflict. Van Evera notes that of thie Soviet Union's 262 million population, there

are 104 nationalities. 24 percent (64 million) live outside of their home repuhlics. Another

25 million (9 percent) are members of smaller nationalities without home repiublics; they

would be minorities wherever they live. In thue successor states of the Soviet Union, there

are 89 small niinoritles.

The Yugoslav federal experiment lias collapsed andi the potential for irredentist

clainis throughout Eastern Europe and the Balkans remains higli. Whatever the ultimate

shape of a federation of former Soviet republics, irredentist dlaims, andi nationa inrt

insecurlty are already on the horizon. The prospects that some of these problenis will

become internationalizeti has to bc taken scriously. Numerous scenarlos corne to minL,

of the p



The sources of future conflict do flot stop whith ethmcity. Speculating on the growing

agenda of difficulties, Joan DeBardeleben has written:

The floodgates of regional unrest have been thrown open by the final
collapse of cominunist power. The war of sovereignties lias already
stoked the fires of regional violence in Nagorno-Karabakh, in Georgia,
and elsewhere. And regional unemployment and competition for scarce
resources have already produced violent clashes in parts of Central
Asia. But even larger problems loom if accommodation is flot found
between the newly-emergent states. Massive population movements,
establishment of new regional dictators, strife in border and
niixed-population regions, further dramatic declines in economic
well-being...and regional wars are all possible consequences of
failed accommodation.1W

Optiinism and simplistic rejoicing over the demise of communism are certainly

understandable, but the terribly painful adjustments to democracy and capitalism in the

former conununist states have created conditions that could lead to policies of despair.

So far, the construction of new societies based on Western liberal principles lias been

accompanied by the collapse of local cultural institutions, a flood of western pornography

to East Europe, higli unemployment, dramatic increased ini crime, predatory practices of

nrimitive caroitalists. increasiniz class cleavaees. and Dlentv of ethnic minorities to act as



reconstruction will work, but since it is a long-mun strategy at best, we have to anticipate

that ini the short-mun there will be significant problems.

These and many other scenarios are possibilities, but it is impossible to rate them,

ini ternas of probabilities. Pessimistic scenarios can even be imagined in Western Europe.

Some have argued that the massive Soviet threat provided an important prop of Western

European unity ini the four decades of the Cold War. I its absence, the range of

domestic and foreign policy interests will widen, and one could anticipate greater

abrasiveness in the mutual relations of the Western European countries. A return to the

power politics reminiscent of the early 1900s or the 1930s" is a possibility, although at

the time of writing it seenis remote. The habits of democracy and civility are now deeply

rooted ini Western Europe, and all the states there are "strong" in the sense that their

borders have established legitimacy, secession movements have been placated for the

most part through local autonomy, and arms racing against imagined threats is nowhere

to be seen.



The second zone includes the successor states of the Soviet Union, and the
Balkans. Ethnic/reigious/language groups, perhaps overlaid with ideological cleavages,
will drive the conflicts, flot states. "Weak" states 13 __ flot ini the military sense, but weak
because they are new, inexperienced and/or lack effective control. over their populations,
and particularly over national niinorities -- may be unable to prevent armed confliets
aznong their citizens or the meddling of neighbour states that become involved with
irredentist groups. Judging from the UN experience, it is precisely these kinds of
actors/issues that are flot ainenable to many of the traditional conflict resolution
procedures being developed by the CSCE. They may require new initiatives and
techniques, including some that circumvent sovereignty and non-interference principles.

But before we can estimate the CSCE potential to handle the looming problems
of the future ini the second zone, we need to assess critically what, exactly, present
institutions and procedures are designed to accomplish. A review of narrowly-defined
conflict resolving procedures, such as those proposed at Valletta, may flot do justice to
the potential of the CSCE and other European institutions. In fact, the Europeans, joined
by North America, have developed a variety of approaches to building peace and civility
between states. T'hese are based on Wilsonian liberalism, expectations about the political
consequences of free market economies, and more traditional fornis of armed confllct
prevention through arms control and military deterrence.



provide a capacity for deterrence, economic coercion, and/or collective diplomacy. The

discussion examines four distinct types of activity presently available in the numerous fora

and institutions of Europe:

1. conflkct prevention: altering or undermining the kiuds of

social/economic/polltical conditions within and between states that are likely

to generate armed conflicts;

2. conflict 1oto: liiniting and/or reducing the masof pursuiug or defendinIg

objectives truharmed force;

3. deterrenoe and coercion: raising the costs of military action when a conflict

develops;

4. ofitrslto



The peace-through-demnocracy theory is iniplied in many of the provisions of the
Helsinki Final Act, and is explicitly enunciated in the Charter of Paris in which the
signatories "undertake to build, consolidate and strengthen democracy as the only system
of government in our nations". 14 The observance and exercise of human rights and
fundaniental freedoms, the document goes on to argue, are "the foundations of freedomf,
justice, and peace." While the CSCE review conferences of the 1970s and 1980s were the
scene of numerous Western attacks on the socialist states' human rights records, the
Soviet and allied delegations constantly replied that the "democratic theory of peace"
built into the CSCE is basically a formula for subversion. To a certain extent they were
correct. But the justification for such "subversion" was not just to support individual
victims of human riglits abuses; it was also belief in the proposition that ini the long run
you cannot construct peace between states if totalitarian regimes and practices prevail in
some of them.

The preventive approacli to peace contained in the CSCE Final Act and the
Charter of Paris also incorporates the traditional liberal hypothesis that relates increased
communication, including trade, with civility. These documents commit member states to
expand their mutual commercial, humanitarian, and social contacts, reflecting the
expectation that the more people know of each other, the more they will empathize,
understand, and sympathize with their neighbours.'5' Communications erode



The ideology of the free market was flot explicitly raised as a path to peace in

the 1970s, but throughout the negotiations of the Final Act and in subsequent review

conferences the NATO and NNA (Neutral and Non-aligned) delegations often expressed

the hope that commercial practices could forge bonds that would reduce animosities and

suspicions between the western and socialist bloc states. There was at least an unstated

expectation that "the more you become like us economicaliy, the greater the prospects for

peaceful relations between us."

During the past four years, European and North American leaders have almost

daily enunciated the "peace through free markets" theory. In a recent policy address to

the European Democratic Union, for example, British Prime Minister John Major argued

that "trade is a peacemaker -- one of the most powerful and persuasive". 16 There is, then,

a consensus i western Europe and North America that in the long run democracy and

free markets are the essential recipes for preventing international conflicts. These saine



within states made the linkage explicit. It concluded that the development and protection
of minority rights are a foundation of peace between states, and went even further to
insist that issues concerning those rights "are matters of legitimate international concern
and consequently do flot constitute exclusively an internai affair ... '8

Finally, the CSCE Final Act enunciates a number of standard norms that attempt
to lirait the use of force in the relations of states. As ini the UN Char-ter, states are
prohibited from the threat or use of force, and the alteration of territorial boundaries
through armed means is proscribed. Armed intervention, for whatever reason, is
prohibited, thus underniining the Brezhnev doctrine and siniilar rationalizations for
hegemonial and coercive policies. Aithougli few would suppose that the enunciation of
norms is sufficient to prevent the use of armed intervention or war in ail circumstances,
the provisions of the Final Act are clearly designed to raise the costs of armed action.
These norms are therefore a form of conflict prevention.

The theories of conflict prevention embedded in the CSCE Final Act and
subsequent documents are explicit and implicit. Some would argue that they are naive;
others that they are, while ideologically inspired, realistic. Structural realists like

cies,



whatever their proclivities to use force elsewhere, do flot war against each other .2 The
"peace through democracy" thesis has significant factual underpinnings.

The idea that peace is constructed through democratization, increased

communication and market economies, and the development of normas and conflict

prevention and resolution procedures is certainly attractive. The Montesquieu, Kant,

Bentham, and Wilson hypotheses have a reasonably solid empirical foundation.

Apparently, however, faith in these formulas is flot yet adequately rooted to justify the

allocation of extensive resources. During the years of the Cold War for example, the

United States spent on average 1.5 billion dollars annually to provide for the security of

Europe. 'Me means were the traditional ones of forging an alliance and constructmng

military deterrents. Since the collapse of communisma in eastern Europe in 1989, however,

it has donated only about one billion dollars (not including commercial and agricultural

credits) for the resuscitation of the former socialist states' economies. Most NATO



The CSCE process has also addressed the means of conducting conflict. Through
a series of conferences, including the CFE negotiations, the members negotiated a variety
of confidence and security building mechanisms (CSBMS) and armas control masures.
Open skies routines, visits by military staffs, prior notification of manoeuvres, and
exchanges of information on strategic doctrines are ail designed to create military
"transparency," thus making intimidating manoeuvres such as in Czechoslovakia in 1968,
surprise attacks, and accidentai war improbable if flot impossible. 2

The CSBMs and niilitary strategy discussions are designed to address Rousseau's
fundamental problem of international relations, the security dilemma. As insurance, states
must build military establishments. But in these defensively-motivated acts, they create
threat perception in other states, which must then respond with military buildups of their
own. In Waltz' cryptic modernization of the Rousseau problematic, "the means of security
for one state are, in their very existence, the means by which other states are
threatened.23 T'he CSBMs and strategic doctrine exchanges are designed to remove this
last fatal connection; to demonstrate that military force deployments do not necessarily
signal nialevolent intent. One can have (reduced) armaments and security for ail. This is
the essential theoretical construct underlying the CSCE's CSBM measures.



Organization in 1991, most observers believe that there wiII be a necessary role for the

Alliance. Ini part, this is because it automatically conimits the United States and Canada

to Buropean security affairs. As presently constituted, the CSCE, the EC, and the WEU

have no niilitary means of coercion. NATO romains the only organization with a deterrent

or coercive force, although today it is by no means dlear who is to be deterred fromn

what. As a form of general Buriopean insurance, NATO makes sense -- but only ta cover

a set of contingencies that is not presently on thic horizon (the comment refers to Europe,

and flot to the possible use of NATO forces and installations i military operations

outside of the co tinnt. NAOi o narneetfral ye fcnignis t

capacity ta deal with ethnic violence, secessionist movements, and potential re

conflicts i Europe's peripherles remains ta be seen. NATO niight play sanie coercive role

in such conflicts, but given the terrms of the NATO treaty's Article 5, wihpermits

collective action only i the evetit of an armed attack on one of the sigaois this

would be stretching its mandate considerably.



is destined in the foreseeable future to be an organization seeking a role. lIs relevance

to the kinds of issues that wI generate armed conflicts in the new Europe seems remote.

The Yugoslav case demonstrates that unlike NATO, the European Community

may try to, act as an agent and agency of conflict resolution, if not conflict prevention.

Unlike the CSCE, the EC has taken a direct role in the Serb-Croatian war, but

apparently its actions did not decisively alter the conflict. Individual EC members souglit

to bring pressure to bear on the situation by recognizing Croatia and Siovenia as

sovereign states but these acts -- seen as coercion in Belgrade -- have not demonstrably

affected the conflict, much less resolved its underlying issues. nhe EC effort demonstrates,
as the United Nations has found, how difficuit it is to put a lid on ethnically-inspired

violence.

Contemporary Europe is thus characterized by a variety of conflict prevention and

conflict control strategies, processes, institutions and capabilities. There is no single

organization that is equipped to haudie ail contingencies. Long-range theories of conflict

prevention and order-building around an ideological consensus are included in the CSCE
Final Act, thxe Charter of Paris, and various commitments undertaken with regard to the

protection of uinorities and human rights. But the evolution of democratic and free

market practices in the former socialist states wiil not resuit prinarily from CSCE efforts.

At best, they offer a framework and a set of noruis of civility through which more



many have argued, is the domain where the CSCE can build up meaningful capahilities

for the future.

Conflict Resofution in the CSCE

The Helsinki Final Act outlined no procedures for reovn confliets between the

signatories. They were merely urged to handie their disputes without recourse to the

threat or use of force, and to act accordlng to United Nations principles of conduct. The

lacuna of CSCE conffict resolution mechanisms was a suhject of some discussion ini

varions follow-up and speciaiist meetings. Conferences on peaceful settlement of disputes

in Montreux (1978) and Athens (1984) failed to develop any new institutions or poess

T'he sixth principle of the Vienna (1986) conference's Concluding Document emphasized

the members' continuing coinmitment to tpursue continuons efforts to eaie and

elaborate ... a P-enerallv acceptable niethod for the peaceful seulmn of disputes." More



implementation of ail CSCE principles and commitments constitutes ini itself an essential

element ini preventing disputes." But what if violations of those principles take place? Or,

what if, as in Yugoslavia, conflicts are flot between recognized states wielding effective

control over the instruments of violence?

The report states that ail disputes will be settled on the basis of international law.

But how does international law relate to the kinds of ethnic/communal/ideological

disputes that are llkely to lead to armed contests? There is no answer, except that the

framers of the document were aware of the limitations of legalism when they specified

that whatever procedures are used, they should be "suited to the nature and characteristics

of the particular dispute." The document does flot go on to specify, however, the range

of procedures that could be developed.

The principle of third party involvement is reiterated, but only in the

prescriptive sense when a dispute cannot be settled by other peaceful means." Any CSCE

member may bring to thxe attention of the CSCE's Coninittee of Officiais a situation that

is "of importance to peace, secunity, or stability among participating states." This casus

foederis is relatively broad and vague, providing maximum flexibility for CSCE

involvement. Unlike the United Nations, there need not be a threat or breach of the



If the concept of a dispute is narrowly conceived in the Valletta report, this is

dramatically underlined in Section XII which excludes from the Mechanism's purview any

dispute that "raises issues concerning [a state's] territorial integrity, national defence, tille

to sovereignty over land territory, or competing dlaims with respect to the jurisdiction over

other areas." Shades of the Hague Conferences, where the participants agreed to

adjudication and arbitration in ail cases except those involving vital national interests or

"national honour!" Almost as a sop to the leftovers, Section XIII encourages, subject to

mutual agreement, the parties to the dispute to "accept any comment or advice of the

Mechanism as binding, in fuit or in part."

Looking at the conflicts that have led to war since 1945, it is hard to see a single

one that could have been resolved successfully under these kinds of procectures. Even with

the concluding admonition (Section XVI) that the parties to a dispute will "implement

meaningfully and in good failli the CSCE Dispute Settiement Procedures," there is not



vetoed by any member, although the consensus rule applies to any substantive decisions

or recommendations.

This is the state of progress to date. The "Dispute Settiement Mechanism" is clearly
an instrument relevant to a highly circumscribed set of conflict types, namely those with
relatively low stakes, where legal principles are involved, and where both parties prefer

a settiement to gaining their objectives. More important is the Coninittee of Officiais,
which can, under a very flexible casus foederis, take up any issue so long as about

one-third of the CSCE members agree on a meeting. Virtually nothing is spelled out in

ternis of mediation, conciliation, or fact-finding procedures, suggesting that ad hoccery will

prevail. It has already demonstrated its flexibility by sending a tearn of observers to
Nagorno-Karabakh. But the CSCE Comxnittee of Officiais or a meeting of Foreign

Ministers will have to be very imaginative to be bypass the consensus principle or to
devise conflict resolving processes that go beyond the very limited possibilities found in

the Mechanismn negotiated at Valletta.

Conflict Resolution Theories and the Conflict Realities of Europe

The discussion in the previous



forces acting frequently without political direction or control from the centre. Repeated

cease-fire breakdowns neatly reflect thec situation.

Confliet resolution theory's assumptions of state monopoly over the proseçution of

confliets, and of central control over the instruments of violence are not likely to be

accurate in ethnie and communal disputes or civil wars of the future. Already, there is

evidence piling up that the old sovereignty-based concept of institutioxnalized war between

states is being eroded if not eclipsed. According to Brian Jenkins "[w]ith continuous,

sporadic amdconfllct, blùrred i time and space, waged on several levels by a large

array of national and sub-national forces, warfare in the last quarter of the tweutietb

century niay well corne to resmle warfare in the Italian Rnisceor warfare in the

early seventeenth century, before the emergence of national armies and more organized

warfare.Y29 The lmtdrelevance 0f the Valletta documents "Dispute Seleet

Me aim" to this type of situation hardly needs underlining. Even were the £onimittee

of OfficiaIs or the Council of Foreign Ministers seized of a walkestuto, what <could

its 48 menmbers do? Who woùld spealc authoritatively for a splintering Yugoslavia or for

a secessionist movement under diverse leaderships? What kinds of resolutions or



jurisdictions. One could hardly expect the Croatian comm. unity and its various armed
formations to agree ini advance to accept any recommendations of a Dispute Settlement
Mechanism, any more than as an individual 1 would agree to an life or death outeome
when I had flot even committed a crime. The Yugoslav situation is likely to be
prototypical of the zone of conflict in the new Europe, flot exceptional.

The third assumption of the Valletta arrangements is that the primary value of
dispute parties is to flnd soine sort of compromise outeome. Unfortunately, as the history
of international conflict shows onty toc> repeatedly, the value of achieving objectives
usually is much greater than the velue of finding a compromise. As most theorists of
confliet resolution techiques have pointed out, the primary task of mediators and

conilatrs is to alter the cost-benefit calcuains of the conflict parties. That is, the
parties must be cniced that the costs of achieving vlctory are higher than the costs of
compromise.3 Obv' ,yif victory is seen to be in the offing, compromise is not going
to be a compelling choice. But it takes a special set of circumstances -- most notably a
stalemate or some sort of dediewith "dire consequences" attached to it -- to alter the

cos-beeft aalyesthat drive conflicts. While tiiere is aypoecas seen ly any of
the conflict parties, of an imminent or eveni long-range viotory, the caesof a mediated
resôlution to the confliet succeeding are slight. We should note in this regard that the

miltay sayngpower of deologiclly, ehial, or otnll-a armed groups since
194 ha ben podiiou. he ietamee egagd n ariued stugefor more than



lIn addition to the narrow assumptions underlying the Valletta mechanisxms, there

is the problem of incompleteness. The CSCE mechanism would corne into effect only

after one of the conflict parties madle an application -- something it is not lilcely to do

while there is any prospect of victory. By itself, the CSCE mechanism camlç>t initiate

actions in the early stages of a confllct. It has no advanced-warning capacity, and no

organizational capahility for identifying situations that are likely to lead to armed conflict.

The fàct that the Berlin meeting of the CSCE Foreignu iitr Council had to devise

procedures for holding a meeting in an "eegncy" situation shows the extent to whicli

the entire thrust of the CSCE conflict resolution strategy is reactive rather than proactfre.

Many of the lso of the Uniited Nation's limitations in this regard have not been taken

into account ilanin for a CSCE rôle in conflict resolution. There is littie to ijidicate

that the CSCE midght be sezdof a situation befôre the shooting starts. And once that

has taken place, there is little iu the Dispute Settiement Mechanisoe, with its legalisi and

formalism, to suggest that it would be a useful device for putting an end4 tç th~e

states," that 13, parties 'that normally maintain godrelations and that are qurelling over

issus o reativly ino imprtace.Ideologiçally, ethnically, andi comualydie



they often will flot be relevant to the kinds of situations that prevail in contemporary
international politics, and more speciflcally to the kinds of problems that are going to
arise in Europe's "second zone."~

United Nations conflict resolution procedures have produced very few authoritative
and legitimate settiements, aside from assisting in the process of de-colonization. Rather,
they have driven conflicts underground, from where they reemerge in violent combat,
sometimes two or three decades later. It is by no means a defence of war in general to
acknowledge that sometimes armed combat is a necessary condition for bringing about a
lasting and authoritative settlement to a problem, particularly where traditions or
modalities for peaceful change do not exist. It is difficult to belleve that an
Israeli-Egyptian peace could have been fashioned i the absence of the 1973 military
stalemate. The Finns fought and lost two wars against the Soviet Union before they
learned how to create a manageable relationship with their great power neighbour. Could
the Eritrean and domestic Ethiopian crises have been resolved without the military victory
of the rebels? These observations do not constitute an advocacy of armed force to resolve
domestic and international problems. But we must recognize that just as "suffocating" a
conflict through peacekeeping forces, or a bad peace, can be the father of later and more
terrible wars, so some wars can be the father of peace. The Gulf War is a telling exa.mple
of the proposition.



have the will or legal authority unless the security of one of its members is directly

threatened. This leaves the United Nations and the WiEU wbich, as some have already

suggested, might offer some sort of peacekeeping force. But as the Yugsa situa1tion

underlines, peacekeeping cannot take place until both or ail parties to the armed confict

have reached a point of stalemate or for some reason have altered their preference

structure in favour of compromise instead of victory. Short of that situation, the

peacekeeping force would necessaxily become a war-fighting force. No one appears willing

yet to propose that as an alternative.

A final alternative is to ailow the conmbat parties to resolve the issue by force~ of

arms, iwhile trying to keep the conflict from escalating into adaetterritories. The

purpose of the CSCE/WEU/EC would be to isolate the cnlct and to make certain

that no outside powers, xnotivated hy irredentist hopes or symupathy for etnc i that

mlght be losing the war, lntervened to internationalize it.

Policy Prescriptions

outline



Analysis of this question alerts us to some incompatible principles underlying
contemporary conflict resolution procedures in general, and the CSCE ini particular. One
of the fundaniental ideological principles of the liberal theory of international relations
is that the states making up the system should reflect popular will. Self-deterniination.is
the most important principle legitimating the birth of new states. But no international
institution or process, such as the CSCE, has authoritatively deterniined whether
self-deterniination resides in a speciflc territory (the majority view among United Nations
members) or in distinct population groups, as devotees of ethnicity, language, and religion
argue. In the European context during the twentieth century, the territory principle has
been the rule, so long as the riglits of minorities are guaranteed and protected. How can
the CSCE respond? So far, if the Yugoslav case is any guide, it camiot respond because
it has flot endorsed one doctrine to the exclusion of the other. Many CSCE members
sympathized with the Slovenian and Croatian secessionist movements (ethnically-based
self-determination), but the argument for the continuity of the Yugoslav state -- territorial
self-deterniination -- also had many adherents. Aside from putting an end to violence,
there was little the CSCE could do substantively in Yugoslavia because no pan-European
consensus on the legitinate bases of the self-determination doctrine lias been achieved.



wlthin a menmber's territory even in the absence of its consent. 3 The CSCE bas also

taken the position that questions of the protection and provision of guarantees for

national minorities canuot be excluded froma international scrutiny. In January 1991, the

CSCE decided to send a fact-flnding mission to Nagorno-Karabakh. Although approved

i this instance. The CSCE might well have taken action even against Azerbaijani

objections. So far, then, the CSCE, often overriding the sovereignty and consensus

principles, has arrogated for itself the authority to examine, report on, and dlscuss the

internaI. affairs of its members.

To be effective in the area of confliet control and resolution, hwvr, the CSCE

will need to go one step further. It will need to appropriate or develop the authority to

tàke action, including coercive measures. The power o! ostracismn may be effective to

prevent or ameliorate some kinds of abuses. The EC bas used membesi as leeg

agaist Turkey and its treatment of the Kurds. Similarly, since the CSCE rersnsthe

manorganizational expression of belonging to the Buropean "club," denlal or sseso

of xnenbershlp (proactive or reactive sanctions) in certain crusae could be an

effective tool of coercion. But aogthose for whomn belogn to Eurp is less

compelliR than achieving certain other purposes, denial of membership in the CSCE may



agree on such measures. I brief, ini those situations where more than the authority to
examine, discuss, and possibly to ostracize is required, the CSCE in its present guise is
unlikely to be an effective instrument for confliet control and resolution.

Finally, the overlapping members of CSCE and NATO need to'develop a better
understanding of their respective roles. While the Rome NATO Council documents urged
a strengthening and further institutionalization of the CSCE, some members of both
organizations have taken exceptionally conservative positions on issues where there are
major opportunities for CSCE development and growth. At Valletta, for example, the
United States delegation took a leading role in arguing the case for highly limited and
legalistie approach to conflict resolution institutions for the CSCE. Apparently, its position
was based on a desire not to reduce the role of NATO (and hence, American influence)
in Buropean conflicts. Thus, while most Europeans agree that the new "architecture" for
the continent must include multiple institutional expressions, there is as yet no consensus
on how diplomatic tasks relating to security and conflict resolution should be divided
between them. Ad hoccery remains the name of the game.



capacity to act effectively. 33 This is a principle raised by the Canadian delegation to the

San Francisco conference in 1945; it acknowledges that ini order to be effective, an

international organization must incorporate some hierarchical principles, namely that

capability confers authority, but that the exercise of that authority must always be under

the scrutiny of the organization as a whole. I July 1991, the CSCE's decision. to mandate

an EC intervention in the Yugoslav imbroglio implicitly acknowledged a "capability leads

to authority" principle.

S;iirh a nrinciDle suiuests aniending the CSCE along the lies of the Concert of

t, wh



COmmunity at large benefitted from these actions, but except for the great powers, the

othermembers of the community were flot consuited. For effective -- and iegitimate -

action today, CSCE members need to consider various formulas for deiegating authority in

certain situations and for controlling the policies of those who act in the naine of

the conirunity.

The mile of consensus also needs to be modified. It couid be retained for most

issues on the CSCE agenda (e.g., arins control and disarmainent, CSBMs, and the like),
but waived where the actions of one or more states, or non-state actors, were deemed by
the Council of Foreign Ministers or Committee of Senior Officiais (or a significant

majority therein) to constitute a threat to the conimunity as a whoie. Space does not
permit a detailed examination of the many possibiiities. Here it is sufficient to underline

how the confiicting principies incorporated into the CSCE are likeiy to lirit the role

of its new institutions in controiiing or resoiving the kinds of conflicts that are likeiy

to appear in the new Europe. If the CSCE is to avoid becoming marginalized as an
instrument of conflict resolution, it will need to undertake a carefui examination of its

own miles.

The CSCEisteha is the that



84

Given the nature of the times, and the great opportunities for constructing a

pan-European zone of civility now that the Cold War has become history, CSCE should

flot place the principles of 1648 at the centre of its processes and new tasks.



Appendix D
THE CSCE AND FUTURE SECURITY IN EUROPE

by
Johan Jorgen Holst

T'he CSCE is a unique creation in international relations. Lt shaped and promoted

a process of transformation of a rather rigid system of confrontation and conflict. Lt

enabled the smaller and middle powers to play a role, and some of them to break out

of the bondage of the client state. Paradoxically, it was conceived in Moscow as a means

of legitimating the status quo, but came to develop into a means of transforniing the status
quo. Lt contributed to the amelioration of the consequences of the systemic division of

Europe and the military confrontation by which it was buttressed and sustained. Lt paved

the way for the transition to a post-Cold War Europe. The challenge we confront today
is its adaptation and relevance to the agenda of the era of the second European

reconstruction after the carnage of the Second World War.

The CSCE provided a framework for a process to unfold, a process of linkage

across the systemnic divide. The linkage extended beyond the arena of traditional

diplomatic interplay, embracing societal relations across a broad range of basic functions.
The standards for the conduct of international relations in Europe were widened and

deepened. Alongside a reaffirmation of the traditional principle of the inviolability of the

borders of the territorial state, it instituted the principle of the inviolability of the

individual human being. The two principles are not invariably compatible and hence the



In relation to security, the CSCE conceived and developed confidence and security

building measures. They are essentially mechanisnis for mutual reassurance. They were

designed to take the poitical sting out of routine military activities and in that context

provided means for enhancing transparency and predictability. Equally important they

projected an ethos of cooperation, and instituted a habit of cooperation, into the

competitive fleld of the quest of states for security, capitalizing on shared interests and

thereby contributing substance to the concept of comnmon security. The challenge of the

CSCE i the times ahead will be its ability to shape a process of transforining the concept

of common security into a system of collective security.

Security i the era of the Cold War was essentially deflned in terms of the classical

categories of protection against trans-border niilitary attacks. hn a very real sense it

remained a chimera unattainable for any states; nuclear weapons and the means of their

long-range delivery had blown the roofs off the territorial states, the post-Westphaliaii
1 Il-- --- I C +1,- I'nrA W5ir çoelritv assunied new



CSCE needs to adapt to this new landscape featuring the preeminence of the core

institutions of the West.

One fallacy which is frequently encountered is to think of the CSCE in terms of

a substitute for the core institutions, rather than in terms of a supplem'ent, a mechanism

for orchestrating the interplay of partly overlapping and inter-locking institutions. The

CSCE will flot be able to develop institutional infrastructure to compete with the core

institutions. It should flot embark upon a course of wasteful duplication but capitalize

rather on its unique properties, on being able to shape processes of peaceful change. 'Mat

ability will depend, however, on an ability to respond to the challenges of a new era

rather than to echo its responses to past challenges.

What are the security challenges of the new era? Their precise configuration and
manifestation remain wrapped in ambiguity and uncertainty. However, certain propositions

or working hypotheses may be advanced. The challenges are rooted in two basic
phenomena: a) the break-up of the Soviet Union, b) conflict between ethnicity and the

territorial state. There are no institutions available for managing and shaping those

processes. They could tbreaten the institutions containing the present order in Europe.

The speciflc challenges contained by the two salient phenomena to which I have

referred are the following:<



0 lfow can we preserve the comprehensive systens, of arms control agreements

which were designed to promote ndlitary stability at substantially reduced

levels of forces in the different regions of Europe?

* Are we able to use the CFE agreement as a means to Europeanize

management of the military implications of the transformation of the Soviet

Union?

* Canthe stnads developedn theCCEforthe conduct of inter-stte andl

inter-societal relations be aptdto steer the conduct also of intra-state

relations as territorial states fission int uew sovereignties?

* Are we able bo build political conimunities transcendlng the nationalist logic

and prescription that etncand state borders sbould coiiicide? (And we

know that to be ani unokêhe sltion ini the mosaic of the etncpatterns



The questions could be miultiplled, but they suggest the scope of the challenges

ahead. They involve challenges for ail of the states of Europe and North America; the

great powers, the middle powers, and the small powers. The nature of the challenges

and the shaping of responses will depend more on the geopolitical and institutional

positions and interests of the states concerned than on their size. In periods of basic

transformation and reconstruction, states and institutions tend to fear marginalization and

therefore to seek positions, alliances and linkages which may preserve roles and influence.

That task is particularly difficult in a period of dynarnic institutional development as

competence shifts from national to international institutions, as divisions of labour are

refashioned among those institutions and as the orchestration.of their interplay is revised.

The role of the CSCE in the new Europe is still to be revised. Lt will need to be

different from the past. Business as usual is a recipe for growing irrelevance. The

ideology of the small steps is likely to prove inadequate for a period of historical leaps.

However, the unique approach and nature of the CSCE suggests a model for how to

break the stalemate of political conflict ini other regions, such as the Middle East.

Sometimes conflict cannot be resolved by direct negotiation but is, rather, transformed by

processes of cooperation capitalizing on shared interests which cut across the cleavages

of conflict, focussing on confidence building as a prelude to conflict resolution.



Appendix E

PROGRAMME

THE CSCE AND FUTURE SECURITY IN EUROPE

Prague, The Czech and Slovak Federal Republic

4 - 5 December 1991

4 December 1991

Opming &marks

Bernard Wood, CEO, Canadian Institute for
International Peace and Security

Pavel Seifter, Deputy Director, Institute of

International Relations, Prague

09:00 - 10:45 PANEL I -- THE CSCE AND OTHER SECURITY INSTITUTIONS

Head of the Euro-Atlantic Department, Federal

v of Foreign Affairs, Czech and Slovak Federal



11:00-12:45

Chair:

Panelists:

13:00-15:00

15:00-16:45

PANEL HI -- THE SECURITY INTERESTS AND PPJORITIES OF

THE CSCE SIGNA TORIES: A SURVEY

The Honourable Flora MacDonald, former Secretary of State

for External Affairs, Ottawa

Peter Volten, Senior Vice-President, Institute for East-West

Security Studies, New York

Pàl Dunay, Head of the Department of Security Policy

and Disarmament, Hungarian Ministry of Foreign

Affairs, Budapest

Martin Walker, US Bureau Chief, Manchester Guardian, Washington

Lunch

The Honourable John Bosley, P.C., M.P., Chairman, Standing
Coninittee on External Affairs and International Trade, Ottawa

PANEL III -- SCENARIOS FOR MEETING THE SECURITY NEEDS AND

CONCERNS 0F SIGNA TORIES

Jfrf Valenta, Director, Institute of International Relations, Prague



5 December 1991

08:30-10:15 pANEL, IV -- DISPUTE SETTLEMENT AND POSSIBILITIES FOR THE

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 0F THE CONFLICT PREVENTION CENTRE

chair. The Honourable John Bosley, P.C., M.P., Chairman, Standing

Comxnittee on Externat Affairs and International Trade, Ottawa

Panelists: Kat Hoisti, University of British Columbia, Vancouver

Bent Rosenthat, Director, Conflict Prevention Centre, Vienna

Miroslav Potocný, Department of International Law, Facutty of Law,

Charles University, Prague

10:30-12:15

Chair:

PANEL V -- SECUR17Y IN EUROPE: OPPORTUNITIES FOR

MIDDLE POWER LEADERSHIP

Bernard Wood, Chief Executive Officer, Canadian Institute for

International Peace and Security, Ottawa
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